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Moodle 1.9 for Design and TechnologyPackt Publishing, 2010

	Educators use the Moodle web application to create effective online learning sites. Creating such learning environments that suit Design and Technology subjects requires understanding and implementation of both basic and advanced Moodle features.


	This book takes a detailed look at Moodle features with examples of how to fully...
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Essential App Engine: Building High-Performance Java Apps with Google App Engine (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011


	A single hype is not enough to change the world. But multiple hypes together can

	change it as long as they are part of a bigger trend.





	This book discusses more than one hyped technology: cloud computing, NoSQL, and

	HTML5. The technologies in this book combine well with other hyped technologies:

	functional...
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HTML5 AdvertisingApress, 2012

	Web advertising is changing. What was once a predominantly Flash-based medium is making the switch to HTML5, with the benefit of a plug-in free environment giving a larger audience for ads, and better integration with the page they are featured on. We live in a time where marketers, designers, and developers are confused as to what they can...
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Developing Killer Web Apps with Dreamweaver MX and C#Sybex, 2004
Dreamweaver MX 2004 is a great tool, and a great teacher. Its finely tuned  support for ASP.NET makes it the fastest way to build serious data-driven web  applications. And its transparent interface and the ultra-clean code it  generates gives you ample opportunity to learn ASP.NET in its purest form. 

For those who aren’t yet...
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ASP.NET 2.0 Beta PreviewWrox Press, 2004
The changes in ASP.NET 2.0 are numerous, far-reaching, and exciting.
If you’ve been working with previous versions of ASP.NET, this book will give you a head start in understanding and applying ASP.NET 2.0. You’ll find code for the examples in both VB.NET and C#, so you are prepared to use either language.    

ASP.NET 2.0...
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Proof, Language, and Interaction: Essays in Honour of Robin Milner (Foundations of Computing)MIT Press, 2000
This volume is a Festschrift to honour the scientilfiifce and achievemento f Robin Milner. Robin’s contributions have been both profound and varied, ovneorw ,a o pfs eormioed , thirty years. They range througthhe semantic foundationso f programming languages, computerassisted theorem-proving, programming language design, andth e theory of...
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Oracle Application Express 4 RecipesApress, 2011

	I still remember deploying my first Microsoft Access application 10 years ago for a head hunting agency.
	They had a user base of about 200 users (I can already hear some of you groan) and they needed a
	system to manage job applicants and the companies that want to hire them. And they tossed my meager
	development team of two an...
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Travel Medicine: Tales Behind the Science (Advances in Tourism Research)Routledge, 2007

	Travel to exotic places is fascinating, and equally so are infections and other dangers of exotic travel. Moreover, one need not be traveling to suffer these maladies; sometimes they travel to you. The enormous global mobility demands a public health response. The result is the concept of ‘travel medicine’ as a separate...
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Managing Knowledge for Sustained Competitive Advantage: Designing Strategies for Effective Human Resource ManagementPfeiffer, 2003
Knowledge management is a topic of steadily increasing interest to today's organizations. To date, however, the field of industrial/organizational psychology has not yet applied its unique knowledge and expertise to the problem of competing through knowledge. This volume addresses the problem by presenting a framework— derived from the...
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Head First PHP & MySQL (A Brain-Friendly Guide)O'Reilly, 2008
If you're ready to create web pages more complex than those you can build with HTML and CSS, Head First PHP & MySQL is the ultimate learning guide to building dynamic, database-driven websites using PHP and MySQL. Packed with real-world examples, this book teaches you all the essentials of server-side programming, from the fundamentals...
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Modern Data Access with Entity Framework Core: Database Programming Techniques for .NET, .NET Core, UWP, and Xamarin with C#Apress, 2018

	
		
			C# developers, here’s your opportunity to learn the ins-and-outs of Entity Framework Core, Microsoft’s recently redesigned object-relational mapper. Benefit from hands-on learning that will teach you how to tackle frustrating database challenges, such as workarounds to missing features in Entity Framework Core, and...
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Programming SQL Server 2005O'Reilly, 2006
SQL Server 2005, Microsoft's next-generation data management and analysis solution, represents a huge leap forward.  It comes with a myriad of changes that deliver increased security, scalability, and power--making it the complete data package.  Used properly, SQL Server 2005 can help organizations of all sizes meet their data...
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